Reading skills practice: Choosing a musical instrument – exercises
Have you ever thought about taking up a musical instrument? Here’s the perfect guide for you.

Preparation
Write the instruments in the correct group.
guitar

bass guitar

drums

flute

cello

tambourine

double bass

piano

bassoon

tuba

xylophone

violin

saxophone

maracas

trumpet

String instruments

Wind instruments

Percussion instruments
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1. Check your understanding: multiple choice
Circle the best option to complete these sentences.
1.

Many people think about learning a musical instrument but don't because …
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

If you play the saxophone, …
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

they haven’t got enough time to practise.
they don’t know which instrument to choose.
they can’t afford a musical instrument.
they think it will be too difficult.

you can’t play classical music.
there might be fewer opportunities to play classical music.
you can easily play in an orchestra.
you should only play jazz.

Playing a popular solo instrument …
a.
b.
c.
d.

is the best way to get into a band.
is only for people who are really confident.
means you will always perform on your own.
can be a drawback if you want to play with others.

4.

Electric instruments …
a. are too noisy if you live too close to other people.
b. can’t be played at night.
c. are best for public performances.
d. are a good idea to avoid disturbing other people.

5.

Guitars …
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

Before choosing an instrument you should …
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

consider the size and weight of the instrument.
avoid wind instruments if you are small and slim.
reflect on your physical limitations.
make sure you have the correct technique.

An experienced music teacher can …
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

are normally relatively cheap.
are only for buyers with big budgets.
start quite cheap and go up to very expensive.
are worth paying more money for.

tell you if you have the ability to learn a particular instrument.
lend you their instruments to try.
give you valuable guidance.
demonstrate the different instruments for you.

The best summary of the author's attitude is …
a.
b.
c.
d.

don't worry, just go for it!
playing an instrument is not for everyone.
you can always change your mind.
considering your choice of instrument will pay off in the future.
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2. Check your vocabulary: gap fill
Complete the gaps with a word from the box.
can’t afford

a good bet

the right coaching

lends itself to

dazzling

physical shortcomings

put off by

drive your neighbours
crazy

1.

Many people are ____________________ (discouraged by) not knowing which instrument to
learn.

2.

The saxophone ____________________ (is suitable for) jazz.

3.

The initial attraction of playing a ____________________ (amazing, brilliant) solo instrument
might fade when you realise how many other people play it as well.

4.

Playing the drums is ____________________ (a clever choice) if you want to play in a band.

5.

Practising a loud instrument late at night will ____________________ (make your neighbours
extremely irritated or exasperated).

6.

You can borrow or hire an instrument if you ____________________ (don’t have enough
money to buy) one.

7.

Even small, slim people can play the tuba, so don’t let your perceived ____________________
(problems or limitations with your body) put you off.

8.

Everyone can develop the right technique with ____________________ (someone teaching
them to do it well).

Discussion
Do you play a musical instrument?
Which instrument would you like to learn? Why?

